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DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Pick Up Transport from Belimbing Sari Airport, one of the stylish architecture dan green airport in Indonesia.

Midnight hiking to see the most famous of Blue Fire, which only 2 in the world

This is the low effort journey, easy morning drive with 4WD vehicle to bring you to the one of the most exotic view in Banyuwangi, East Java
with a mountain scenery all around you, beautiful sunrise, and fresh air. Amazing View Guaranteed.

Explore Banyuwangi and surrounding with the unique way, because we only bring you to the most exotic nature experience that you can
enjoy, feel the beauty of biggest savana in Asia, real forest, mountain scenery, beach view, oldest tree, sulfur waterfall, ricefield, hiking, offroad
sunrise and fresh air. We hope all of these experience will recharge your soul and your body, bring the fresh mind and falling in love with Indonesia.
All of these packages are provided by Ijen Resort and Villas - The Hidden Paradise. 

The next stop is KaliPait, where the great view of sulfur waterfall with big stones everywhere.

Healing your body and your soul with stunning sunrise view at Ijen Crater
Enjoy Hotel Facilities with breathtaking view of mountain scenery, ricefield, and valley
Soft Trekking at Rain Forest, close with the hotel area

Visit National Park of Baluran, the biggest savana in Asia,
wellknown as The Africa of Asia
Enjoy The view from Bama Beach where located inside this National Park. 
Visit the breathtaking oldest big tree with age more than a hundred years old at Benculuk Perhutani  
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Include :

Exclude :
Tipping
Lunch and Dinner
Personal expenses

Room based on Resort Deluxe in Ijen Resort and Villas - The Hidden Paradise
Pick Up Transfer from Belimbing Sari Airport - Banyuwangi
All Entrance Fee
2x Breakfast
4WD vehicle, Fuel, and Driver
Local Guide to Kawah Ijen
Gas Mask
Flashlight
Transfer out to Belimbing Sari Airport - Banyuwangi


